
We received the following communication from Lori Paul, a member of the Tubb Canyon Desert Conservancy, regarding the Rudyville Project. Digger
Digger
"Rudyville" has risen from the County dead file like a Zombie. Your excellent comments posted online need to be resubmitted, if you've not already done so, before a 4 Feb. 5pm deadline to Sand Diego County Advanced Planning in response to a new, even more arcane and incomprehensible, Notice of Preparation. See the NOP attached. Rudyville is DS-24 in the plethora of landowners who are opposing the new San Diego County General Plan. Send your comments to:
Peter.Eichar@sdcounty.ca.gov <mailto:Peter.Eichar@sdcounty.ca.gov>Kevin.Johnston@sdcounty.ca.gov <mailto:Kevin.Johnston@sdcounty.ca.gov>
5510 Overland Avenue #310San Diego, CA  92123
Supervisor Horn's former employee, Chris Brown, is an investor with Rudy Monica and David Davis on this non-project. As far as we know, there is no active application for "Borrego Country Club Estates" in County Planning; however, Supervisor Horn got other Sups to approve conducting a Supplemental EIR... paid for by /taxpayers/... at no charge to the landowner (Rudy Monica and Co.) along with all the other disgruntled developers who oppose the new, lower density for their parcels. This is shameful, but in progress. Rudyville is lumped in with parcels across San Diego County. This insidious effort to get special privileges is flying under the radar of most neighbors in Borrego Springs.
I am writing the opposition letter for Tubb Canyon Desert Conservancy. If you wish to discuss this, please feel free to call. We are trying to raise awareness at the last minute.
In haste,Lori Paul626.798.3235
P.S. You may find the following new water argument against any free SEIR for Rudyville of interest:
To past reasons that DS-24 should not be granted special exemption under the terms of the current General Plan, the issue of water has become urgent and germane to this case as follows:
1) The County may no longer make land use decisions within a California Department of Water Resources (DWR) designated critically overdrafted basin in contravention of an adopted Groundwater Management Plan (GSP) that is accepted by the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB).
In January 2015 the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) became law in the state of California. This law requires that all land use decisions must conform to the requirements of SGMA. Because the General Plan of San Diego County and the Community Plan of Borrego Springs do not yet conform to the requirements of SGMA, it is not possible to complete a SIER that would conform to current legislative requirements as specified by SGMA that mandates an adopted GSP for groundwater basins in California.
(2) DS-24 is located within the Borrego Valley Groundwater Basin (BVGB). The BVGB has been designated by DWR as a critically overdrafted basin.
A study completed by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) indicates that in Borrego Valley, irrigated agricultural, residential, and commercial users, as well as the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park, use approximately four times more water than is replenished through annual average natural recharge of the BVGB underlying the Valley (Faunt 2015). The Department of Water Resources (DWR) has measured groundwater-level declines of more than 100 feet in some parts of the groundwater basin in response to anthropogenic activities, resulting in an 



increase in pumping lifts; reduced well efficiency; dry wells, changes in water quality; and loss of natural groundwater discharge, principally through reduced evapotranspiration from groundwater. Additionally, in 2015, the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation (BR), published a study entitled /â€œSoutheast California Regional Basin Study.â€ / The BR study concluded that none of the three pipeline alternatives for the Borrego Valley analyzed were economically viable under current conditions, and that further study of the pipeline alternatives was not warranted.
It is therefore our belief that it would be a waste of taxpayer money to proceed with a SEIR that cannot conform to current legal requirements under SGMA. I am officially requesting a written opinion by County Counsel on this issue requiring an adopted GSP before any SEIR is attempted for DS-24.


